
Emoji Charm 
Bracelet
by Sterling Silver Round Disc 10mm  NVJ 570X 

(pack of 5)
Sterling Silver Jump Ring 
Heavy 4mm,  NVH H40

ImpressArt Juniper Uppercase 
Letter Stamp Set 3mm   999 IA46

ImpressArt Juniper Lowercase 
Letter Stamp Set 3mm  999 IA47

ImpressArt Juniper 
Number Design Stamp Set 3mm   999 IA75

ImpressArt Ergo-angle® 
Metal Stamping Hammer 1lb  999 IA98

Steel Block  997 3609

ImpressArt Stamping Enamel Ink  999 I125

Polishing Cloth  998 126

Chain Nose Pliers  999 3701

Flat Nose Pliers  999 3702

ImpressArt Stamp Straight Tape™  999 IA67
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What you'll
need:

Create this funky and fun emoji 
charm bracelet using these 6 simple 
steps simple steps from ImpressArt.

Level of 
design:

Beginner

Tutorial

Step 1 
Securing the blank

Tape your circle blank to the steel block. Then, place stamp 
straight tape approximately halfway down the blank.
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Step 3 
Adding the mouth

Next, remove the straight tape and choose the stamp you’d 
like for the mouth. We recommend using the following: ‘D’ 
(uppercase); ‘P’ (uppercase or lowercase); ‘C’ (uppercase), 
or a ‘3’ (using a number stamp). Then, as before, strike the 
stamp with a brass hammer using medium force.

Step 2 
Adding the eyes

Now it’s time to add your eyes! You can either use: ‘O’ 
(in uppercase and lowercase); ‘I’ (lowercase), or a ‘c’ 
(lowercase).

Slide the stamp down on the blank until it catches the  
tape. Then, strike the stamp with a brass hammer using 
a medium force.

Step 6 
Attaching the emoji charms to a bracelet or chain

Use two pairs of pliers to open the jump ring and place the 
jump ring through the ring on the blank. Then, place the 
bracelet or the chain through the newly attached jump ring 
and close using the two pairs of pliers.

Step 4
Applying the stamp enamel

Apply stamp enamel to your newly made impression to make 
your emoji stand out. Then, use a cotton bud to cover the 
entire impression.

Step 5 
More, more, more!

Want even more expressions? Use the following stamps 
to create even more expressions: Eyes: ‘O’ (uppercase or 
lowercase); ‘I’ (lowercase); ‘v’ (lowercase), and ‘c’ (lowercase). 
Eyebrows: use a comma from a lowercase letter set). Mouth: 
‘D’ (uppercase), ‘O’ (uppercase); ‘P’ (uppercase or lowercase); 
‘I’ (lowercase); ‘C’ (uppercase, or ‘3’ (number set).

TIP: Blot excess enamel using a soft cloth.


